July Adventures in Story Time

Adventures in Imagination
It Came in the Mail by Ben Clanton
Not a Stick by Antoinette Portis
I Am a Tiger by Karl Newsom

Nighttime Adventures
Book of Sleep by Il Sung Na
Night World by Mordicai Gerstein
Kitten’s First Full Moon by Kevin Henkes

Sports
Dino Hockey by Lisa Wheeler
Goodnight Football by Michael Dahl
Maisy’s Field Day by Lucy Cousins

Sharks
The Three Little Fish and the Big Bad Shark by Ken Geist
Chomp by Melvin Berger
Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Shark by Jeffrey Burton

Swimming
Brownie & Pearl Take a Dip by Cynthia Rylant
Jabari Jumps by Gaia Cornwall
Maisy Learns to Swim by Lucy Cousins